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Cultural, Definition Proposal
In Process of Clarification
by Martha Oesch -
The Cultural - Definition
requirement approved by the
Educational Policy Committee last
spring is in the process --of being
clarified and redefined, according
to Macharia Kamau, a spokes-
person for the cultural definitions
committee. Other members of the
committee include Tony Pinkard,
Fellow in. Black Student Affairs,
and Stephanie Shaw, History
professor. , A
The redefinition of the cultural
requirement is essential according
to Kamau because "the definition
as it 'stood --was not conducive to
our ideals, --which were to make
people sensitive to the plight of
political minorities... We're
keeping the same spirit of the
original but just finding a more
accurate way of saying it to avoid
misuse of therequirement." '.
After drafting the redefinition,
the proposal will go before the
faculty for a vote next quarter.
Last spring the faculty had tabled
the requirement until this fall.
Kamau expects the faculty to be
critical of the cultural definitions
requirement because they are the
ones who will have to teach it. He
. adds that, 'I'm hoping members of
the faculty will approach' the
nrnnncal frr this rpcn ITTPTTIpnt in a
. manner that will reflect the ability
. to see beyond the technical
difficulties of implementation and
petty institutional politics."
The proposal to institute a
general education requirement in
cultural definitions developed last
fall out of the reissuance of the
Black Manifesto and the
awareness it generated that:
students need to understand a
iiHnro raitcvfo of their own in a
pluralistic society. The
requirement as originally written
stated that one way to achieve this
is through
.
"radical . inquiry
whereby alternative and at times
disruptive views of culture are
given serious consideration." This
was not the first time that such a
proposal had been brought before
the Educational Policy Commit-
tee. In 1978 a similar proposal was
presented but did not pass. ,
The open discussion on the
Black Manifesto last fall raised the
point that Black students byvirtue
of coming to a white university
have to learn about a white culture
whereas the same is-no- t true of
whites being exposed to a non-whit- e
culture, explained,Eugenia
Hull, member of the committee
which drafted, the original
proposal -
With the support --of Vivian
Holliday, Dean of Faculty a
committee was formed which,
after drafting a proposal last
'winter, succeeded in collecting
500-60-0 student signatures on a
petition to go before the EPC.
When the proposal was
presented to EPC last spring it met
Swth some resistance which
centered around the problem of
defining which established courses
woukt" satisfy the requirement or
whether new courses would have
to be created. The question was
also raised of who would teach the
"
courses. With the passage of the
cultural definition requirement by
EPC, it made it evident to the
student-facult- y committee who
drafted the proposal that a clearer
definition of the cultural
requirement was needed, said
' "-
-Kamau.
Some, like President Copeland,
" voiced . concern last spring of
whether the requirement would
really work
.
to make people
sensitive to political minorities as
intended The Cultural Definitions
Committee is aware - of this --.1
problem knowing that "we're not
going to solve all the ills of the
world through this requirement.''
but realizing thaf it is a necessary .
step toward that. .
- Kamau adds that "without
Vivian HoHiday's sensitivity to the
need of the requirement, we do --
not feel we would have .made as
much progress toward .attaining
our goals." ..;' ' ' - - ;
College's Honored Students
Recognized at
Last Sunday, Nov. 1, The
, College of Wooster honored its
outstanding students during its
annual Recognition Banquet, held
in Lowry ballroom. The banquet,
according to Dean of Faculty
Vivian Holliday, "is the time when
-
- the College recognizes its honored :
students and " tells thern by
, distinguishing themselves they
bring distinction to the College,-an-d
we are proud of them.".
This year, Dr. Win Logan,
professor of speech at' Wooster,
. delivered the opening address, t
"We Got the Line. Who is it?,"
before an audience of Wooster
upperdassmen with distinguished --'
academic records; College
Freshman Scholars, WTl;
National -- . Merit Scholarship
semifinalists, area high schools;
and Wooster's National " Merit
Scholarship students who
received honors, , prizes and
special scholarships. . -
The following , students were
award recipients: : ..- -
Molly J. McQuigg The Elias
Compton Freshman Prize for ;
. highest standing in scholarshiD,
during a student's freshman year.
" Michael G. Weaver and Kaia tL,
Phillis The Edward Taylor Prize
for highest and second highest
academic standing during their
freshman and sophomore years,
Sharon r Patrick The Tom
- Neiswander Memorial Award for .
-
.the senior student who has '.
maintained a - high scholastic
standinq and who has taken - a
prominent part in extracurricular
activities.
Josh L Edwards and Laura A.
Although initial reports by Publications Committee predicted the
1982 Index was dying as a result of financial and institutional mal-
nutrition, a new editor has the yearbook on the road to recovery
Photo by Meg Wehrry.
1982 INDEX Resurrected
by Kevin Cnibb
Members of the College's Publi-
cations Committee met -- last
Thursday, Oct. 29, and voted to
elect Eric Johnston, a sophomore,
as Index editor for the 1981-8- 2
year. Committee members voted
in favbr of Johnston after hearing
his ' budget 'proposal and
discussing -- the editorial staffs
plans for the' forthcoming'
yearbook, . - --
" The appointment came late in "
Lowry Dinner
Fox The Mary Sanborn All Prize
for students majoring in foreign
languages who have benefited
most from study outside the
United States. v.
Karen J. Owen The Behote-gu- y
Prize in French for that major
student who; has the highest
standing in French at the end of
the junior year.
Anastasia A. Tzavaras The
Blanchard Award for the foreign
student who has made a significant
contribution to international .
understanding among College
students. ; -
Morris M. Robinson The
Urlene F. Brown Prize in the
Performing Arts" for a black
student who has --- contributed
significantly to the performing arts'
at Wooster.
Hans J. Fuchs and Bianca R.
Tomasini The John W. Chittum
Prize in Chemistry forrecognition
of a student's outstanding work-i-n .
organic chemistry andhis or her
potential as a chemisTT
Robert H, Conn and Dale W.
Surbey The Joseph Albertus
Culler Prize in Physics for the
sophomore or freshman who has
attained the " highest rank in'
general college physics. --
- Richard A. Bowers and Baptiste
S. Marino The James. Kendall
Cunningham Memorial Prize for
the premedical student who, at the
end of the junior year, is adjudged
"
to be the most likely to succeed in
the medical profession.
- Rachel M Swanger The
') Aileen Dunham Prize" in History
for the student who has achieved
(cont on p. 3)
the quarter because no student
approached the committee last
spring or early this quarter for the
position despite numerous notices
in campus publications that the
Index was seeking an editor. Due
to a- - small Campus Council
allocation ($1,000), it was believed
by the committee" that the
yearbook would risk incurring a
substantial debt if an attempt was
made to "resurrect the 'ndex-Als- o,
last --year's editor, " Mary
Neagoy, expressed concern that
neither the College student body
nor Campus Council recognizes
the amount of time and money
needed to construct a well made
yearbook. "
- Johnston, Kbw-ever- , is
optimistic for the future of the 1982
yearbook. "One of the results of
having less money is that the cost
of-t- he Index --will have to go up.
We're talking about charging $20
per book (last year's book is selling
for $15), but if we can bring it about
through advertising or various
fund raising events, well do it."
Thus far, "Johnston's staff is
"around 30 people," including four
editors.-Thoug- h he admits the task
of coordinating his intended 248-pag- e
book will be "a challenge,"
Johnson says he already has more
than enough content ideas to. fill
the space. Unlike past Indexes,
Johnston intends for the book to
have a theme: culture on campus,
emphasizing Wooster's esthetics. --
He also plans to cover the natural
and social sciences, student
organizations, faculty and admini-
strative photos, along with the
standard senior pictures'. A new
addition of underclass students'
photos is also included in his
yearbook design. . -
"One of the things well be
offering in terms of sales will be a
booklet of color photographs
which, if purchased, will guarantee
that a student's photo will be in the
yearbook," Johnston stated,:
adding that the booklet can be
ordered by either parents or
students.-- . -- - .
Aided by what he refers to as an
enthusiastic staff, Johnston & Co.
are already immersed in layout
graphs and photos in hopes of
producing their book for studentf
by next September.
Domirios Threatens
To Stop Delivery
As Students Panic -
.
by Sue Allen
Kenarden residents for the past
two weeks have been deprived of
what most college students see as
an important freedom at Wooster
the right to order a pizza from
i"v r a. m m Imm wninnc noruioon bt J Jinn
Oct. 26, the manager of Dominos
refused Kenarden residents pizza --
delivery because of numerous
problems of violence and mischief
toward the Dominos delivery
persons. Now Dominos is
threatening to sever all relations
. with the College and not deliver on
. campus at aH Though students
. may think that Dominos "could
not exist , without the College,"
Dominosjeels they most definitely
can --do very, well with just the
residential section. If pizza
. problems continue at the College,
H appears that Wooster students
wiB soon have to look for other late
light munchies. -
In ' an interview with Ernie
Hancock, the manager of
-- Dominos, the problems and
- possible soMuons were own rated.
Hancock '--" cited ' problems of
'. physical, violence and - verbal
attacks on Dominos employees.
He pointed out that all delivery
women have now resigned from
their" positions most of these
resignations due to the
harassment, . both physical and
s
verbal that they had received
He. stated that there have been
many - instances of students
stealing pizzas from employees.
" Furthermore, students have often
played games with employees,
such as hiding in another room
until 30 minutes after the pizza was
ordered so that they could then
""pop out" and claim that the pizza
was late and thus, they were
eligible for a deduction. (Dominos
guarantees pizza delivery in 30
minutes or will deduct a late
charge from the bill.) Hancock
- also cites the -- cases of students
who order pizzas under false
names or false room numbers and
. .1 t imen wnen oeiivery nt aueminvu
but unsuccessful, students appear .
and offer to buy the pizza.. .at a
reduction of course.
- Although the : problems are
campus-wid- e, Hancock withheld
delivery from Kenarden because it
was, ai ine nme, ine ounn i-ou- uij
' the most problems. "Kenarden got
so epidemic with mischief that it
: was ridiculous," said Hancock. He
later revealed that similar pizza
withholding may occur with other
dorms, or even with the entire
t campus.
:--. "Of all the .female dorms,
VI II A. Anoiaen - causing uk iikjsi
problems," said Hancock He
- continued by saying that if the
problems keep up or get worse,
Holden will not be delivered pizza,
either. . ..
Hancock said that Bissman is
creating fewer problems this year
" ! (cont. on p. 4) '
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Four weeks ago when letters to the editor began arriving in this office
regarding Mrs. Keever's "termination" (as stated in her own letter last
week) from the Andrews Library staff, little did I realize the impact the
issue of her dismissal would have on tne voices letiers poncy. rv uk
momentum has steadily picked up, however, and the much-damne- d
faculty Name Withheld letter made its way into these pages, I have been
counselled, reprimanded and cursed over the repercussions caused by
printing the letters. Consequently, I would like to use this space to
redefine the Voice letters to the editor policy.
It is unfortunate for Mrs. Keever that her termination occurred at all. I
will not concede, however, that because it was made public, courtesy of
this newspaper, Keever's professional integrity was jeopardized. No, what
was, and is, at stake is the professional integrity of the voice. The Keever
"story" was one of those unforeseeable issues which surfaces via student
and faculty letters. I have no regrets that as editor, I have printed any
of them, for to censor letters is to infringe upon the freedom of the press
provided by the First Amendment what Fred Friendly referred to as
the mainstay of intellectual curiosity.
What I do regret are the accusations forged on certain faculty
members suspected of being the letter's author. Specifically, I am
appalled that the faculty member responsible for the letter has chosen to
remain silent in the wake of vicious attacks on his fellow professors who
have unjustly been labeled guilty. For this reason, I cannot condone a
letter policy which would give certain individuals "the privilege of making
public accusations against individuals without affixing a signature tosuch
charges" (from last week's faculty petition). By the same token, there are
incidents in which it is necessary to withhold one's name from print.
These cases, though, should not involve direct accusations against
individuals.
To clear those innocent faculty members who have been wrongly
accused of writing the Oct. 23 letter, I will acknowledge that it was nor a
tenured or untenured woman. I make this admission only because it has
come to my attention that certain women faculty members here have
been blamed and treated unfairly for a letter they did not write. Again, I
can only hope that the author will "come out" in public if this situation is
exacerbated.
This said, I propose the following revised policy for all Voice letters to
the editor:
1. All letters must be typed, double spaced.
2. All letters must not exceed three pages in length.
3. All letters not intended for publication must be clearly labeled NOT
FOR PUBLICATION, or it will otherwise be presumed for the Letters
Column.
4. All letters must be signed with the author's addressbox number
andor extension.
5. All signed letters requesting Name Withheld will only be granted if:
a. the author does not accuse select individuals of public or private
offenses.
. b. the Voice editorial staff agrees by concensus that the publica-
tion of the letter would jeopardize the safety or well being of its
7 "author. -- ,
c. the author agrees to publish hisher name should the possibility
of libel occur, or should it become absolutely necessary to
protect the professional integrity of the Voice andor the
accused in the letter.
6. All letters are left grammatically and structurally intact. Any such
mistakes will be designated by sic.
7. All letters submitted are considered for publication, thoogh not all may
be printed, depending on the author's adherence to the above guidelines
and editorial discretion.- -
I would like to thank all those students and faculty who have expressed
their concern over our letter policy. As an editor, I am pleased that you
ca"re enough about your college newspaper to better its professionalism.
I will continue to do my best to meet your demands.
Faculty Member
Exercise Prudence
To th Editor:
I do not feel informed enough to
judge the level of responsibility
demonstrated by the Voice staff in
printing the recent unsigned
letters to the editor. However, I
would urge the Voice not to adopt
a blanket policy against ever
printing such letters in the future.
In a situation in which power is
unevenly distributed, anony-
mously "informing" may be the
- only practical way to make certain
essential information public, e.g.,
"Deep Throat."
As for a specific policy, I would
argue that a newspaper should
never acceptprint an unsigned
Urges that Voice
in Letters Policy
letter- - althmioh it mau occasionally
find it necessary to withhold the
writer's name if three criteria are
met: (1) the information is deemed
"newsworthy," (2) the person's
message is judged to be within the
boundaries of the libel laws, and
(3)y the person's rationale for
withholding hisher name is
deemed to be "reasonable." Yet
when time and staffing permit it, it
would always be better to use such
information as the basis for further
investigative reporting, rather
than simply printing it as a letter to
the editor.
Marcus D. Pohlmann
Dressed to Kill: A Stab iri
The Dark at a Serious Film
Guesf Editorial by Chris Baker, Constance Holt and Margaret Metcalf
We, as women, thought that we would be offended by the movie
Dressed To Kill. We found it difficult, however, to be offended by such a
poorly made film. By the audience's responses, it was obvious that they
toe-- did not take the film seriously- - The, we believe, is the most
dangerous aspect of the movie. For those sensitive to the exploitation,
even the cartoon was offensive in that it made a mockery of Betty Boop.
The audiences' loudest response came when she exposed her rear to the
viewers.
The feature film is a more sophisticated and updated version of sexual
exploitation. It was not only women, but rather human sexuality that was
perverted. The first character introduced was a neurotic, sexually
frustrated housewife. In seeking an escape from her stagnant marriage,
her pursuit of a strange man in the museum appeared ridiculous. When
she reaffirmed her attractiveness to men, which she was very concerned
about, "she got what she deserved in the form of V.D. and, ultimately,
death. The second character, the prostitute, was an independent woman
who "likes to turn men on." Despite her being a strorig. independent
individual, she was portrayed in merely sexual terms. Virtually every
statement she made has sexual overtones. The institufon of prostitution
was thus glamorized. The final and perhaps most demented character
was the transvestitekiller. He was portrayed as a psychopathic killer
because of his inner sexual turmoil. This perpetuates the misconception
that transvestites have deep-roote- d emotional disorders. One might .
think that the violence against women was balanced out by this
destructive image of transvestites, but actually the negative images were
magnified because it was the female half of his personality which did the
killing.
These "sexploitation'' films which capitalize on erotic violence toward
women are a growing phenomenon of the last two years. We attribute
this to society's inability to cope with the expanding independence of
women. Such films force women back mto their traditional subordinate
role. The presence of this movie on campus last weekend leads us to
question the criteria by which the films are selected. If one is looking for
"chills and thrills' on Halloween, there are-- a number of excellent films ,
which are not based upon sexual violence against women. In selecting
films, SAB must be aware of the underlining messages inherent in the
plot positive example of women in films, we recommend this Friday's
movie, My Brilliant Career. An excellent choice made by the Film
Committee.
Faculty Indignation at Unsigned Letter
Should be Directed at Proper Targets.
To the Editor,
It is interesting to me to see the
long list of people who object to
your printing an anonymous letter
(or rather, keeping a writer's
identity concealed at his request).
One letter opposes allowing
"anyone. ..the privilege of publicly
making accusations against
individuals without affpcing a
signature to such charges." Yet it
is established college policy that
students may turn in unsigned
evaluations of their instructors.
Are students not "anyone"? I
would tike to hear if the entire list
of people signing that letter would
' also sign a petition to require that
course evaluations be signed.
The reason given for-anonymou- s
course evaluations, of
course, is that the students would
not be honest in them if their
identities were known, since they
fear reprisals, from the faculty
precisely the kind of reason given
by the. anonymous recent letter
writer. So it seems to me that the
real question is why there is an
atmosphere of fear prevailing
here, among students and faculty
both, so that -- so little
outspokenness- - occurs. Henry
Herring has indeed spoken out,
but he is rather charitable to
others when he says that "many
other faculty members" have
stood up to the Administration.
Some have, but until "many" is
quantified more closely it is too
vague a term to be much help
here.
I myself think that it would have
been better for the letter to be
signed, and I have said so to its
author. I also think that it is better
for student course critiques to be
signed, and I tell my students so.
(Surprisingly many do sign them
as a result, both favorable and
unfavorable ones.) But there may
be circumstances where not living
up to the highest and best way has
its uses; perhaps this is such a
case. It can be if we now direct our
attention not to the, author's
alleged cowardice, but to the
whole situation in which anyone
would elect to play it safe.
As for critical comments and
accusations against individuals to
which the individual has no chance
to reply, that takes place
constantly here. Every faculty
member is evaluated by the
Teaching Staff and..Tenure
Committee, and never knows --
precisely what is said about him
behind those closed doors. And in
my letter printed last week, I cited
another such accusation made
against me with no intent of letting
me-- reply to it. (So far as I know,
those who were present at the,
accusation did not rise up as a man
against it on the spot or later.) It
was not made in print, but was
made in such a waythat it could be
spread covertly and thus
publicized.
So I suggest to this faculty:"
Indignation, yes! But directed at'
the right targets. '
, James Haden
H Salvador F2m
Sdieduled Monday
Victor Rubto, a spokesman for
the" Democratic Revolutionary
Front of El Salvador, will lecture
on the situation in Central
America and will show the new film
1 Salvador: The People Witt Win
(1980colorEnglish narration and
subtitles80 minutesscript and
direction: Diego de la Texera
Political Direction: Valentin
Herandez, Member of the Central
Command of the Popular
Liberation Forces Farabundo
Marts') at Mateer Auditorium,
Monday, Nov. 9, 7 p.m.
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Reader Condemns
Condom Photograph
--To the Editor:
I found your photograph of the
prophylactic display in Hygeia
utterly repulsive, not so much
because of the subject matter,
rather due to the flip manner in
which the Voice chose todeal with
this very serious topic- - No wonder
students today engage in
promiscuity to such lengths when
things Dke birth control are not
treated seriously. I don't mind
poking fun at things that don't
cause potential harm; but the'
Voice's "rubberized" humor is
offensive and vulgar!
. Sincerely,
' Coreen Kirkus.
GrantSt.
Editor's-Not- e: We stand
"condemned."
WooSter's Awards Banquet:
Honoring the Intelligentsia '
. The scene: Wholesome young collegiates, securely buttoned into
creased grey wool or shimmering shyly in irredescent shades of aqua,
mingling tentatively' with administrators and professors, clean-cu- t and
soberly smiling, painfully conscious of the responsibility that has been
thrust upon them. --These are the intellectuals destined to lead their
, generation. This is the new Intelligentsia.
Another Awards Banquet has come and gone, honorable students
having been honored, athletes having, been lauded, yet another
generation of fierce and earnest minds properly patted and shelved for'
future saving of the worldWooster's own.
The Recognition Banquet is the time when the College recognizes its
honored students and tells them by distinguishing themselves they bring
distinction to the College, and we are proud of them,' croons the
administration, with characteristic verbal adeptness.
As one who has successfully made it through three years of this college
having done little to make the College proud of me, and even less to
"bring distinction" to it, I fed I can safely evaluate the awards process
with the necessary impartiality.
..
1) Awards for chemists, physicists, biologists and pre-me- d people, 12
in all. Criteria generally clear. Writers and philosophers back to your
garrets. Number of awards for an able author, a struggling English major
zero. , .
2) Awards for "personal worth" and "general excellence," determined
by who does determine these awards? Personal worth arid general
excellence are rather subjective terms. What must one do to classify for
being publicly pronounced worthy? Leap tall buildings in a single bound,
walk on water, answer prayers?
3) Award for possessing "those interests and personal characteristics
which would enable one to enjoy a successful career in banking." Good
God, what does that entail? Given the prestige of the award, it would
seem to imply that those traits which would enable one to enjoy banking
occur pretty rarely, perhaps once in every thousandth mutant gene. And
enjoy a successful career in the field, no less, inferring that if you could
possibly enjoy an unsuccessful one you've lost it right there.
4) Award for demonstrating "outstanding promise" in mathematics
and athletics. Talk about versatility. If you've missed the correlation
there, you probably weren't invited to attend the Banquet.
5) Award for "a student of promising academic achievement in the
freshman class." Probably many of us would have killed to study
promising academic achievement in the freshman class. --We didn't
realize you could get an award for it.
The list goes on.
' The awards are distributed in the candlelight sacristy of the Lowry
Center Ballroom, carefully guarded by closed doors and" smiling food
service workers... God forbid that the honored few should brush up
against the masses. This is an elitist operation, after all. What, honor a
student from a .disadvantaged background who fought to keep up 'and
succeeded, honor a student who has to work 20-3- 0 hours a week to
afford the tuition to go here, honor a student who puts 50 hours a week
into extracurricular activities, honor a student who becomes so caught
up in an issue touched only tangentially in class that he or she forsakes all
else to pursue it...?
We're talking about grades here, "academic achievement" on the
surface, not stretching of the mind and soul. These award recipients are
" going to lead the world, remember? And they'll be wearing two stripes at
graduation.. .just so we don't forget it.
LAB
HERE AT
by Susan Figge
More than thirty years ago, Ben
Bradlee, executive editor of the
Washington Post, "wrote in an
article for The Reporter: "the truth
is that in" this Golden Age of
Communications, whenever the'
press participates massively in
history it changes history, and it
therefore abdicates its role of
reporting the news in favor of
actually making the news." This
Thursday evening at 8:00 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel. Bradlee will
lecture on "The Power of the
Press."
Under Bracflee's direction the
Post's aggressive journalism of the
70's did indeed affect the course of
history-
- On Sunday, June 18, 1972
the Post devoted 80 column inches
to the break-i- n in the offices of the
Democratic National Committee
in the Watergate complex in
Washington. Despite apparent
public apathy toward the incident,
Bradlee became increasingly
interested in the story as Bob
Woodward and Carl Bernstein,
then two unknown reporters on
the metropolitan staff, pursued
every lead. In spiteof attacks, both
open and secret, by the Nixon
administration, Bradlee and the
paper continued the investigation.
In 1973 the Posf received the
WOOSTER
Pulitzer Prize for its coverage of
the Watergate scandal, in tne
summer of 1974 Richard Nixon
resigned from office. A major
American' newspaper had helped
to unseat a President.
Ben Bradlee was born in
Boston, graduated from Harvard
College, where he majored in
English and Greek and played
baseball and squash. He served as
press attache for the. U.S.
embassy in Paris, as European
correspondent for Newsweek
"and then as Neuisweeks
Washington; bureau chief. He
began intensive coverage of the
presidential' campaign, touring
with Kennedy and Nixon in.1960.
He became a close friend of John
Kennedy and 'later wrote That
Special Grace, a tribute to the
slain president. He has served as
executive editor of the
Washington Post since 1968.
Bradlee has said that persons in
government often keep informa-
tion from the public, not because
the information is of crucial
secrecy, but rather because it
would "embarrass the powers that
.be." In his lecture Bradlee will
discuss the power of the press in
(conL on p. 6) .
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Banquet Honors Outstanding Students
(cont. from p. 1)
excellence in history courses.
Mark A. Belasic and Tara D.
Fetherling The John D. Fackler
Award for the college debaters
who in the estimation of the
Department of Speech have done
the most effective debating during
the year.
Sarah J. Westfall-Th- e G.
Pauline Ihrig Prize in French for
the major student having the
second highest average in French
at the end of the junior year.
Andrew E. Reynolds The
Heinrich Jenny-Schule- i' Prize for a
student' of promising academic
achievement in the freshman
class, a member of Seventh
Section, with qualities in athletics
and campus activities which single
him out among his peers as of
superior promise.
Agapitos Papagapitos The
Lyman C. Knight, Sr., Prize. in
Physical Education and Mathe-
matics for a sophomore who has
demonstrated both outstanding
' promise in high school and fresh-
man mathematics and superior
athletic skills.
Stephenie J.. Sutton The
Maud Knight Prize in Religion for a
junior who plans to pursue a
vocation in religion and who has
excelled in hisher academic
stucttcs
Elizabeth M. Black The Paul
Evans Lamale Prize in the Social
Sciences for a student of
outstanding personal worth
majoring fai one of the social
sciences.
Amy L Brockett, Elaine M.
Krochmal and Elaine R. Turley
The Lubrizol Awards for
scholastic ability, awarded to
sophomores, juniors or seniors
majoring in chemistry.
--Amy M. Waltz-T- he Alice
Hutchison Lytle Biology Award for
the woman student who has
received the highest grades in
biology courses during her firsf"
three years of college work.
Richard A. Bowers The Phi
Beta Kappa Prize for the student
who at the end of hisher junior
year 'shows the greatest promise
according to the standards
determined by the Chapter.
Nancy E. Keiter and Kathryn
Fanning The Netta Strain Scott
Prizes in Art for students who
have shown outstanding ability in
creative studio work and Students
who have achieved the highest
record in art history. .
J. Brooke Bashore The Maria
Sexton Award for the junior or
senior woman of the preceding
year who has demonstrated those
qualities of adaptability,
conscientiousness, r responsibility
and resolution, and has shown
prominent interest and participa-
tion in WAA-spo- n sored activities.
Lois G. Calian and Mark D.
FJderbrock The Francis and
Elizabeth Twinem Scholarship for,
the premedical student who shows
great promise for a distinguished
.
career in medicine.
Laura A. - Fox The Ricardo
Valencia Prize Tor Excellence in
the Department .of Spanish and
Italian for the major in the
'Department of Spanish and
Italian who, in the judgment of the
departmental staff, has done the
best work in all of the areas taught
in the department, during the first
three years of college work.
Ann S. Aber The Karl Ver
Steeg Prize .in Geology and
Geography for the major student
who has the highest general
standing at the end of the junior
year.
Xori A. Pedersen The
Elizabeth Sidwell Wagner Prize in
Mathematics for the student who
showed during the junior year the
greatest aptitude, and, in the
opiQjon of a jury, seems most .
likely to succeed in mathematics.
Dianne M. Blech The Cary R.
Wagner Prize in Chemistry for the
student who showed during the
junior year the greatest aptitude,
and, in the opinion of a jury, seems
most likely to succeed in
chemistry.
Stephen T. Mooney The Miles
Q. White Prize for the junior
biology major attaining the highest
standing in the introductory '
biology curriculum.
Nancy S. Marchaijt The
Robert E. Wilson Award for the
chemistry major who at the close
.
of the junior year has shown the
most promise of ability to go
forward in chemistry.
Dianna L. Troyer The Helen
F. Arnold Scholarship for a
woman recommended by the
Women's. Advisory Board in the
general criteria of excellence.
Miriam R. Englund The
Elizabeth Hazlett Buchanan"
Scholarship for the student
recommended by a committee on
the general criteria of excellence.
Alice A. Stuart The Alan C.
Collins Fund for --cello student of
superior standing.
.
'
Thomas L. Reynolds The J.
Garber Drushal Scholarship for
one or more students who have
shown a willingness to participate
in campus activities and have
exhibited qualities of leadership
and academic achievement. .
Karen J. Owen The Frances
Guille-Seco- r Memorial Fund
provides scholarship income for a
student who has demonstrated
high competence in French
language, literature and
civilization, as well as in other
studies. '
John W. Washam The Sally
Comin Kaneshige Scholarship
Fund for" a worthy student with a
preference shown to a music
major.
Hans J. Fuchs and Brian C.
Perry The Lewis I LaShell
Memorial Scholarship for junior or
senior chemistry . major. The
recipient is selected by , the
Department of Chemistry on the
basis of scholarship and general
excellence.
John Shafer The Macine R.
'Loehr Piano Scholarship is
awarded annually by tne
Scholarship Committee to a
promising piano student.
Dianne M. Blech The Lubrizol
Scholarship is awarded to a senior
or junior chemistry major who has
displayed .high academic
achievement.
Laura A. Elder The Albert
Gordon McGaw Memorial
Scholarship is administered by the
Women's Advisory Board of the
College and is awarded for general
excellence.- -
Scott R. Koebley The Bernard
Pfaff Award in Economics is
awarded annually to the senior
student in economics or business
economics who has achieved a
distinguished ' academic ' record
and who possesses those interests
arid personal characteristics
which would enable one to enjoy a
successful career in banking. -
Donald C. Rice The Presser
Foundation Scholarship recipient
is chosen by the PresidenVof the
College and the Chairman of the
Department of Music; who are
guided solely by considerations of
merit. - '
Eugenia R. Hull The Helen
Secrest Scholarship is awarded by
(cont. on p. 4)
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Would you believe they were once Charlie's Angels? Maybe not, but these three distinguished
women project a beauty all their own as exhibited in Belle Johnson's Three Women," currently on
display in Lowry Center. Photo by Meg Wehrly.
Future Teachers Pursue Certificate
by Beth Novak
If a College of Wooster student
was asked what major the College
does not offer that is offered by
many private institutions and
almost all state schools, she
would probably mentally skip
down the list of typical majors such
as English, Biology and Math and
then admit that she couldn't think
of one. There is a group of
students on campus, however,
who could answer that question,
without hesitation. These are
.those students who are working to
earn their teaching certificates
while completing their majors.
The College of Wooster does
not offer a major in education. This
fact is based on the concept that a
liberal arts student should have
experience in many areas, but
should also be especially adept in
one particular area. The College
strives to send out teachers who
are generally knowledgable in all
fields, but especially proficient in
their own academic discipline.
When considering an education
certification, students often
assume that this certificate can be
earned in much the same way as
any degree. A few hundred hours
of sitting in a classroom taking
notes seems the likely course of
action for certification.
For this reason, students who
begin in the education program
are often surprised at the amount
of time and energy necessary for
each course. Education students
spend less hours in the College
classroom for their education
courses than they do for their
other courses.
Every education course at the
College of Wooster involves a field
experience of some type. This
term means that each student
.works in a school setting under the
supervision of a certified teacher
for a prescribed number of. hours
per course. The student observes
and participates in all classroom
activities. The field experiences
are designed to help the student
decide whether or not she really
wants to be a teacher, to learn the
pros and cons of teaching first
hand and to develop hisher own
teaching techniques.
Field experiences begin for all
education students either in
Education 100 Survey of
American Education, or
Psychology 110 Child and
Adolescent Development. AH
education students; both
elementary and secondary, are
required to take these two
courses.
The field experience in
Psychology 110 involves spending
two hours weekly at a local
nursery school or day care center.
For most students, this is the first
opportunity to actually work with
children.
Education 100 involves a more
extensive field experience. The
student spends 12 hours in the
School setting and two hours in the
College classroom each week.
This field experience is
fundamental; the student learns
how to make dittos, design bulletin"
boards and tutor children
individually or in small groups.
After all education students
have completed the above
courses, they divide into two
groups; those interested in
elementary education and those
interested in secondary education.
Elementary education students
must begin their program
freshman year in order to fit in the
many requirements they have to
fulfill. They must take three
education courses besides
Education 100. They must also
student teach, complete
Independent Studies and Jake
several courses in 'each major
academic area.
After Education 100, elemen-
tary education students take211
Methods of Teaching Reading.
This course involves a field
experience in which the student
spends approximately 50 hours '
teaching and tutoring reading in an
assigned school setting. After
completing 211, the student
enrolls in 321 Elementary
Language Arts and Curriculum.
This field experience sTresses the
importance of language
development and grammar, with
the student spending approxi-
mately 36 hours in the school
setting. Next in the program is 322
Elementary Social Studies and
Science. This field experience
involves approximately 40 hours
and gives the student experience
in teaching social studies and
.science. After 322, theonly
- requirement remaining in the
Education Dept. is student
teaching, the last field experience
before entering the working world.
The student takes no other
courses while student teaching. It
is a fuH-tim- e effort ' which is
composed of approximately 300
hours of actual teaching. Wooster
students may student teach here
or choose options in many urban
areas, such as Cleveland or
London, England.
Students planning to earn their
certification in secondary
education must take a completely
different set of courses. After
Psychology 110 and Education
100. their next step is Education
311 Secondary Curriculum and -
Methods. The field experience of
(cont. on p. 7)
Intern "De-verbs- " in Washington D.C.
by Dan McKenty
After a thorough tongue-lashin- g
from my editor, I slumped back
into my chair, slammed a loose
piece of paper into my trusty and
waiting Satelitte 2001 and stared '
at the vast amount of white before
me wondering what in the hell to
do next. - -
My editor, the most unfeeling
man alive, had decided that my
columns were exceedingly long,
full of unnecessary rhetoric, and
were, in general, flabby and
needed to be trimmed, cut,
slashed, hacked and pared down
to a sleek and functioning animal
that would exist largely
autonomous of its author. It's not
that the last few years had been a
mistake (exactly), but things were
changing, and my writing, for
reasons that were as ridiculous as
. the man who dreamed them up,
had to change with it.
I lit up a cigarette, leaned back
and devised a plan to disassemble
and rebuild my obese and sluggish
attempts at enlightened prose.
After the third smoke ring had
finally reached the end of "its
journey and committed suicide by
coming in contact with the neon
light on the ceiling, a flash of genius
tore through my brain and I sprang
straight up in my chair and looked
around jealously to see if any of my .
colleagues happened to be stealing --
my thoughts.
Verbs! The first thing that I
would do away with in my column
was verbs. I wouldn't cut all verbs
of course, but a 30 percent across-the-boar- d
slashing of" verbs
certainly would look impressive
Student Violence Threatens
Pizza Delivery to College
(cont. from p. 1) . x
than they usually do, although the
majority of problems involving
physical violence involve Bissman
residents.
Many students feel that
Dominos exists "because of the
College alone." Hancock points
out that this is not the case at all.
He reveals that the profits from the
College are much less than one
half of all profits. "The College is
not most of the business but it is
all of the problem. The question
arises as to whether it is worth the
expense to deliver to the College
at all," says Hancock. He feels that
if he concentrated his promotional
efforts (such as coupon
distribution) on the residential
sector alone, he could do about as
well as he is doing presently.
Hancock pointed out that he did
not send promotional coupons to
College students during the time
when Kenarden was withheld
delivery. When he finally
distributed coupons on Nov. 2, he
removed the "$3.00 for late
delivery"
.
coupons. - Hancock
stressed that he does want the
business of the College and wants
to maintain good relations with
students, but he will ndflolerate
the problems. In short, Hancock
says he can and will if need be cut
off service to the College.
Hancock feels that some
employees at Wooster have been
quite helpful in dealing with
problems, while others
.have not.
In general, he complimented the
supervision done by" resident
assistants and dorm' directors.
When questioned as to whether.jCollege security is helpful.
Hancock said that he does not call
security anymore because they
and get me back in the good
graces of that -- gorilla that sits
behind the editor's desk. Without
so many verbs my columns would
be much shorter and more to the
point. My readers couldn't get too
bent out of shape over a few less
verbs;, besides, anyone with any
intelligence at all, those who really
count anyway, would be able to
tell what I was talking about.
I was drunk with excitement. I
put out my cigarette arid started
typing. Paragraph one was
completed without a verb in sight. I
sat there cranking out whole pages
of verbless Shakespeare,
mesmerized by the economics of it
all. The fact that nothing ever
happened gave my stories an
existential flair, and I soon
developed a genuine knack for
knowing when to include and
when to exclude these now:
precious commodities. About half
way through my major opus on
"verbonomics. my body trembled
as agother jolt of genius ran down
my arm and presented itself in
print. ... .
It suddenly dawned on me that
adverbs were as unnecessary as
.. verbs. Without verbs my adverbs
had become orphans that showed
up
.
in every sentence seeking
refuge wherever they could, and
generally getting in the way. From
now on there would be a 20
percent cut in adverbs as well. The
best way to throw out the crap and
make your essays as unmoving as
possible is to limit the number of
' adverbs you use. It gets even
better when 'your readers haven't
the faintest idea as to where or
have not been helpful in the past.
All problems are now reported to
the. Wooster Police, who
investigate all calls. Ultimately,
Hancock feels that Dominos must
.
fight the battle itself, even if that
means backing out - and not
delivering to the College.
John Rosenbluth, a member of
the Dean's staff and director of
Kenarden, also recognizes the
existence of . severe problems
concerning - physical and other
violence toward delivery persons.
"The physical violence is just
abominable, he said. There have
been at least five cases in the last
Tour
.
years in which Kenarden
residents . or supervisors have
caught other students inflicting
physical violence on delivery
persons.
Rosenbluth furthermore
brought out the often unrealized
fact that if students are caught and
prosecuted, they may. be given
legal penalties by the court in the
same way any resident of Wooster --
would, In the past, students have
been jailed or. fined for these
criminal acts. It seems that in the
comforting surroundings of the
College campus students- - feel
"protected" from criminal
prosecution, albeit they are liable
for their acts just as any other
adult would be.
Dominos has been faced with
problems on-camp-us for quite a
while. These problems are now
recognized . by administration
members and students. As
, Dominos holds the ultimate threat
above us to withhold or not to
withhold campus delivery .
students must decide whether the
mischief is- -' worth " a "pizza
probation." -
when you re not going to use
them. It's like sending your
readers on an exciting safari with
surprises and adventures around
every little narrow turn of the path.
My readers were in an uproar!
They hadn't expected this, but
hell, if this thing was going to work
at all it would have to be an all out
campaign. I decided to stick to my
no matter what the rest of the
world thought.
No JJO- - My edit6r just informed
me that my columns were still too
(cont. on p: 6)
Students Honored
At Awards Dinner
'(cont. from p. 3) --
the Women's Advisory Board to-th- e
student"-mo-st gifted with
qualities of scholarship and
potential for leadership. ' -
Paul C. Rettew The Karl
Trump Scholarship is awarded
annually to a music student, with
first preference given to a voice
major. ' ' - -
The Dr. John Gardner Weeks
Scholarship Fund is awarded by a
Scholarship Committee to seniors
who are planning a medical career.
-- 1 nis year s recipients are fe oenery
Baka, Peter A. Briss, Elizabeth A.
Martinson,' Elizabeth A. Waters
and Lawrence A. Zeff. "
Margot E. Watson The Ralph
A. Young Scholarship is awarded
to a junior religion major, who, in
addition to outstanding academic
ujnrlc has Hpmonstrated srieeial
ability in cocurricular activities? , .
Violinist, Leopold LaFasse will be featured at the Wooster Symphony Orchestra's performance of
Prokofieffs "Violin Concerto No. 2 in G Minor, Opus 6," this Sunday at 8 p.m. LaFasse, an artist-teach- er
of violin at The University of Iowa, maintains an active schedule of performance in the
United States and Europe with symphony orchestras and chamber groups. The orchestra will be
under the baton of Nancy Buckingham Garlich.
Jacques Brel Brings Parisian Atmosphere to Wooster
by Sue Allen
The mousse an chocolat served
in Icha bod's this weekend was not
i- - r I : i j:any urainary iuuu skivilk puauing.
Trie Parisian ambiance that
permeated our College entertain-
ment center was not the.
atmosphereJthat normally prevails
in Ichabods. The atmosphere was
unique and prepared the audience
for a likewise-uniqu- e experience.
The production of Jacques Brel is
Alive and Well andLiuing in Paris
certainly --'provided a form of '
j entertainment not usually offered
on this campus. '
Many elements' of the Jacques --
Brel production involved a great
sense of imagination on the part of
ine airecior, - dcoii dcruuer.
unci viu ccicu u iioy cu a oi i
of his senior independent study
project. After researching Jacques
Bret's career as a Belgian
philosopher, poet, songwriter,
pacifist and major performer in
France, Schiller - planned and
directed the play. He will continue
the project with an independent
oiuuy uii iiie oiiuui
Musical as a Popular Art Form," to
be completed during winter
quarter.
The subject matter of the
' production was extremely
. controversial one which some
people did not look at favorably.
The 24 Brel songs (translated and
suggested in play form by writers'
Eric ' Blaii --and Mort Shuroan)
represented many different views
of Brel on a wide range of concerns
over human-destin- y. One song
"Carousel" apparently signified
inai we.-exis- t in a routine circle
which gets us tangled up in our
"meiry"-go-round- " of life. Some"
songs dealt with simple segments
of European life such as the song
Kort of Amsterdam, sung by
Kob Wiggall. Many of the songs
dealt with the general subject of
pacifism, a . major. - concern of
Brel's..The themes of pacifism and
existentialism surely brought out
in audience members some
concerns over the entire notion of
. Human cAeiein.):. ot-iuii-ei juuueu
out that "most of us try to ignore
and repress" these ..feelings.
Though Schiller was somewhat
unsure of how the audience would
accept the theme, he was, overall, .
f-- . i .
.l . . 'coniKieni inai ine production ran -
" ' ' "
-- smoothly. - ;. .
Ik s (lhP
. W
L I
The actual responses of
audience members varied greatly,
as did the age span of the audience
from grade school to senior
citizens. On Friday night 'one
family with small children "talked
out of the play, apparently
annoyed by subject matter, and
profane language. There were
others who were extremely
satisfied with the entire production
such as the four Wooster
citizens who together attended
every one of the four productions
of the play and remarked that Brel
would have wanted his views
portrayed in exactly this manner.
Clearly the controversial subject
matter was praised by many
- audience members because it
"made people think as well as be
entertained " as Schiller stated. -
The music, blocking and light ing
were all handled admirably by
Schiller and his performers
considering the short five week
period in which they had
rehearsed. The cast of four, each
hawing equally important parts,
consisted of sophomores Jeff
Rider, Rob Wiggall, Amy Stahlin
and senior Bonnie Sanborn. These
four performers had exceptional
voices and had obviously spent a
--great deal of time rehearsing the
music and staging. The musical
director, Susan Curie, worked
diligently with Schiller and
assistant director Mary Carmelj to
produce the unusual musical.
Some blocking and . staging
problems were apparent in the
production. The fact that no stage
directions were included in the
script meant that blocking was
totally determined ' by .Schiller.
Some minor technical problems
seemed to have prevented the
play's, blocking from being
considered "exceptional," given
the restrictions Schiller had to
work under. Lighting designer
Larry Duvall and stage -- manager-Bob
Cohn used their backgrounds
as electricians to produce
excellent lighting with a total of
only ten lights a number :
significantly less than the number
used
.
for most 'plays here at
Wooster. , .
As evidenced by the sold out
performances ' on Friday and
Saturday nights and the' large
number of tickets --sold for the
Thursday and Sunday perform
ances, this show was welcomed as
. a new type of theater at Wooster..
Though it was not a professional
production, it was-cleari- y a show
with fine student efforts
supporting it. For a play rehearsed
for. little more -- than -- six weeks,
Jacques Brel was performed quite
"
well. As for the ingenuity behind
the unique style of production and
presentation of Brel's views, this
play was "magnifique. ";
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Music Generates "Up-beat- " Songs;
Combines Social Issues, Off-bea- t. Wit
Jazz Ensemble Harmonizes Basics With Rice Originals
by Sydney Smyth
Playing to small but
. enthusiastic crowd, The College of
Wooster Jazz-Ensemb- le
premiered last Friday night at
Freedlander Theatre. Directed by
Stuart Ling, the group played a
variety of pieces from swing, to big
--
-. band, to rrxxJernjbulminating in
--a pleasantlyurpnsing concert.
While Don Rice, saxophonist,
was the major soloist, other faces,
.both old and new, tried their hands"
: at center stage. The first piece, "A
Warm Breeze", --by Sammy
Nestico, was from the swing era
and emphasized the talents of Joe
Stuligros on trombone, Jeff Work
on sax. Chuck Craig on flugel horn
--and Cathy Clasper on piano.
The group jthen brought the
audience up to current music with
;
"Gotcha" by Tom Scott. ' The
piece was familiar as it is a Starsky
and Hutch tune.' It incorporates
old styles of jazz combined with
the new, typical of the early 70s.
Stuart Ling explained the third
piece, "Samantha" by Sammy
Nestico. He said that; since they
--
"Were-asing no microphone the
audience would have to listen very
. hard to hear Don Rice! It is hvthis .
piece that Rice's expressive
talents are most evident. .A slow
moving, - romantic ballad,
"Samantha," requires ... absolute
. intonation and exact finger work,
both areas in which Rice excels.
'-
-
"Aztec," a samba-lik- e piece by
Ian McDougall, had a quick beat
with a dramatic - ending. The
soloists were Chuck CraigV-Jef- f .
Morkf Don Rice and M. Squier.
Known for his "far out"; musical
tastes. Rice combined basic blues
with new "techniques in the next '
piece, "Back To Basics." The
piece was just finished by Rice on
Sept: ' 4. There were - many
by Ward Vidad
Charlie King, social activist and .'
musician, will lead a workshop this
afternoon entitled, "New .Songs
for. New Movements." Students
concerned about issues of peace
and social justice are encouraged
to come and learn new songs that
deal with contemporary issues.
Westminster Peacemakers,"
Zeitgeist and the- - Student
Activities Board are sponsoring
this workshop in the basement of
Westminster; Presbyterian
Church House at 2:30 p.m.
Charlie King has worked with
Pete Seeger, Barbara Dane, Arlo
Guthrie and Harry Chapin. He
describes himself more as a story-
teller than a musician. His relaxed
interaction with his listeners
breaks down the usual distance
between performer and audience.
The songs he writes and collects
each have a story to tell of the
great and the humble. Put them
together and you have a good
picture of the times we find
ourselves in viewed mostly from
the bottom up. .
King has recorded two records.
OldDreams and New Nightmares
and Somebody's Story. With
loving humor, he writes and sings
of hoboes and hobbits, of
presidents and prophets, of the --
quiet old lady embezzler or the
man in the basement who watches
the boiler, secretly "dancing the
day shift away." In describing his
work. he says, "I try. to perform
popular music that suggests that
people's lives really matter.. .not
just an occasional romance, but
interesting touches," slow paced,
dissonance set. against syncopa-
tion, a trumpet with a plunger as a
mute and rests at ' unexpected
times. The solos sounded very
improvised (a sign of excellence in '
jazz). Rice used his creative talents "
to make this piece quite new and
exciting.
.
'
The. combo, composed of Dale
Grubb, James Ulrich, Jeff Mork,
Don Rice, Joe Incavo, M. Squier,
Jonathan Miller and Cathy
Clasper, entered the stage after
intermission, and in true jazz
tradition, tuned, fiddled and went
right into a piece, by Sonny Rollins.
Rollins was known for his
- expertise on the sax, and influence
on the bebop ; style and
improvisational aspects of jazz. A -
- bluesy, mellow, medium-pace- d --
piece, it had only one flaw there
was rib conductor except Rice, so
the ending was a bit awkward.
The next piece, by Miles Davis
Wayne, was quite slow arid a bit
out of syncopation. The ritard at
the end brought the group back
together. Don Rice again showed --
his talents as composer in the third "
piece. He explained that after he
wrote-it- , he realized it sounded like
.
one written by Sonny Rollins .,
called "Oleo." Originally
.
called
"Quick Stippin' on the
Barbeque," - Rice " changed the
name to "Qaick Steppin 'on the
Oleo." The last piece by the s
combo was a Clifford-- Young
"piece. Although Young was only --
on the scene for two years, his
music has survived - as a jazz .
staple. The audience saw why it
was 'a bright happy tune with an "
easily remembered theme.
"Yardbird Suite" brought the
whole ensemble-bac- k on stage, h
was a familiar tune to many since it
is one of Charlie Parker's more
the stuff we aH do whenwe are on
' our feet and moving." . .
King's topical songs tell stories
about ordinary people, the people
that the history books neglect to --
.
record. However, his' off-bea- t,
cutting wit " is sharpest -- for 'the
people the history books will
remember. "I want to honor the
great political leaders of our times
you know. Nixon, Ford, Earl
Butz...or inspirational religious
figures Anita Bryant and Larry
F4int people like that." Many of
King's songs have ,rhymes like. .
"Me, I'm just hangin' looseBoy-
cottin' orange juice," or, "No
owner can outsmart meWith his
Taff and his Hartley." Included in-- his
repertoire is the song he wrote ,
as the anthem of the anti-nuclea- r
- Clamshell Alliance, "Acres of
Clams," the saga of the Seabrook
occupation.
King feels the inspiration for his
songs from the people around him
who are finding creative - and
courageous ways of refusing to be
victims of a life-destroyi- ng social
system. King writes, "Songs can"
make visions come true." The
songs that grow out of our own '
struggles are tools with which we
can fight to take back our lives.
Best, King feels he's only giving
back the inspiration he's gotten
from all of us. The College
community is invited to share in
this unique afternoon of music-makin- g
with a man of special
talents and fresh songs, songs
designed to enhance our
movement for peace and social
justice.
famous pieces. Parker" was a.
saxophonist in the Big Band Era,
part of the bebop jazz revolution.
The piece is" known for entire
sections playing the ' "solo"- - in
unison. Henry Mancinfs "Peter
Gunn" employs extensive jazz
techniques. Exciting' 'and
dramatic, its deep tones promote a
dark and mysterious atmosphere. --
A new soloist, music, professor
Jack Gallagher, showed is clear
precise technique on the trumpet.
"Who Can I Turn To." Stuart
Ling explained, would be a hard .
piece for the group to play since it
was a ballad with a beat. But Rice,
with a beautiful solo, made the
piece come alive. The last piece,
"The Big Scramble," by Mike Vax,
displayed the trumpeting talents of
freshman Peter Lawson. A bright,
quick happy tune in the bebop
style, the audience stood for more,
but, unfortunately, tg.no avail.
Movie Re:enacts
Creation of Bomb
, J. Robert Oppenheimer was a
brilliant American physicist and
intellectual, a complex but
sensitive human person. He
directed the scientific community
that built the first atomic bomb,
spearheaded the initial movement
to prevent nuclear arms
competition and suffered " a
'defamation of character 1 by
political zealots of the 1950's which --
destroyed his spirit.
'. His story and that of the Bomb is
toldin a recent program, "The Day
After Infinity.".. The Society, of
Physics Students invites the public
to a showing of the videotape on
Thursday, Nov. 12 from 7 to 8:30
p.m. in Severance Chemistry
Bldg.. Room 111.
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In the Public Interest
by Ralph Nader
What started as a major motor
vehicle lifesaving proposal in 1969
under the Nixon administration
was destroyed in one minute by
the Reaganites on Friday, Oct. 24,
1981. The tragic event took place
at the Department of Transporta-
tion, where Reagan's puppet
traffic safety administrator,
Raymond A. Peck, rescinded the
crash-protectio- n regulation which
soon was to go into effect.
Peck indeed was a puppet on a
long chain, reaching to Secretary
of Transportation Drew Lewis,
then to budget director David
Stockman, then to President
Ronald Reagan, and finally to the
big boss behind the scenes, Roger
Smith, head of General Motors.
AO four men repeatedly had
attacked the principle that the law
should require the auto companies
to provide standard safety
equipment (either air bags, passive
belts or other equivalent systems)
that keep motorists in frontal-typ- e
qrashes from going into
windshields, steering assemblies,
steel or hard plastic. To them it did
not matter that three previous
administrations Nixon's, Ford's
and Carter's believed in the air
bag technology. Nor did it matter
that the Standard 208, as it is
called, received the support of
auto engineers in the auto
companies, the insurance
industry, consumer groups,
medical associations, the United
Auto Workers, and even the AAA
and the National Safety Council.
What Peck was going to decide
was predetermined by these four
men. But how was Peck going to
explain dropping a safety rule that
was massively cost-effectiv- e,
highway-teste- d in 12,000
automobiles, and enthusiastically
supported by former GM
president Ed Cole and former GM
vice president John DeLorean.
Peck started by saying that he
believed deeply in auto safety and
therefore he was terminating the
crash-protectio- n standard. It
sounded like a non-sequitu- r, but2 23 VypewzitezSesmce & SaCea
2522 CLEVELAND ROAD
WOOSTER, OHIO
IBM - REMINGTON RAND
FACIT - SCM - BROTHEJ
inn
An Adventure
In Delightful Dining.
let Peck finish his case. If he
maintained the 208 standard as all
his senior staff urged him to do, the
auto companies, he observed,
would comply not by installing air
bags but by attaching passive
belts. These belts, which protect
you when you close the door,
come with an easily detached
mechanism for motorists who
reject them.
There was insufficient evidence,
Peck asserted, to conclude, that
, people would not detach these
belts in great numbers possibly
equivalent to the 89 percent of
motorists who presently do not
use their conventional belts. As a
consequence, Peck decided that
the standard was not worth the
cost (he uncritically accepted an
industry estimate of $1 billion) and
that it was not worth incurring a
congressional backlash.
One veteran agency analyst
called Peck's explanation a
"contrivance." First, there are
nearly 500,000 automobiles (VSs
and Chevettes) that have passive
belts. About 80 percent of
Volkswagen owners with such
belts keep them intact. On recent
Chevettes the passive belts are
detachable, yet bout 70 percent of
owners do not detach them. Even
if these belts came as standard
equipment, recent experience
warrants the belief that the
percentage not detached would
significantly exceed the present
belt usage of 11 percent.
Peck acknowledged there were
people who would not bother to
buckle their old belts but would
accept the passive belts. What he
did not point out are the parents
who would welcome the passive
belts to restrain their children, and
those companies and agencies
which, to contain costs and job
losses, would make it "policy" not
to detach the passive belts in
company Cars. He also avoided
noting that several hundred
thousand large cars with bench
front seats would have been
equipped with air bags in the first
Delicious gourmet meals daily, with $5,95
full course dinner specials served
every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
evening. Closed Mondays.
For reservations, call (216) 264-234-1
Wayne Ave. & Gasche St. Wooster, Ohio
Here at Wooster
(cont. frorti p. 3)
relation to matters of government
secrecy.
Elizabeth Catlett, sculptor,
painter, printmaker and teacher,
will talk at Wednesday's
convocation on "The. Power" of
Human Feeling and of Art." A
distinguished American artist,
now a ' naturalized citizen of
Mexico, Ms. Catlett has had worn
exhibited . in Paris, Moscow,
Prague, Peking, Tokyo, Montreal
and Havana as well as in New York
and Mexico . City. Until her
retirement she served as
Professor of Sculpture and
Chairperson of the Department of
Fine Arts at the -- National
University of Mexico.
Ms. Catlett grew up in
Washington, D.C., studied design
at Howard University and worked
on a WPA project which attracted
her to mural painting. At the
University of Iowa she did
graduate work under Grant
Wood. In 1940 she received one of
the University's first MFA
degrees. Her. MFA project, a stone
sculpture. Mother and Child,
earned the 1st prize for sculpture
in the American Negro Exposition
in Chicago in 1940. She taught at
Dillard College, the Hampton
Institute, and the George
Washington School in Harlem
before traveling to Mexico to work
on a series of sculptures, paintings
and prints on the lives of black
women. In 1959 she became the
first female professor of sculpture
at the National University . of
Mexico. '
Through her art, Elizabeth
Catlett has spent more than three
decades actively, supporting and
portraying the struggles of
oppressed peoples. Among her
frequent subjects have been poor
black and Mexican women. One of
her most important shows was a .
cycle of sculptures and prints on
"The Black Experience. "Our
work," she says, "can help us in
the changes that we must make in
this world in order to survive."
AAACON AUTO
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THE INTERNATIONALIST
by Han Zuidweg
To a large part of the world,
Holland is the tiny country of
windmills, wooden shoes, tulips,
funny costumes and little boys
who stick their fingers in leaky
dikes. The Netherlands, as my
country is .officially called, is
indeed very small. It would roughly
fi into Lake Erie. But, however
small, it is certainly not an
unimportant part of the European
continent. Most Americans know
what I am talking about when I
mention Holland although they
occasionally tend to mix up-th- e
geography.
The tourist industry tries to
preserve the stereotypical image
of the country, and when you drive
through Holland you do see dikes,
windmills and bulbfields (the
costumes, however, are replaced
by American jeans). But the
Netherlands is more: it is a
socially, politically and industrially
developed country. It is the
country of supercorporations
such as Philips, Fokker, Unilever,
and Shell.
Though Holland is a western
European "capitalist" country,
and though it is in many aspects
America-oriented-, there are many
distinct differences between both
countries. However important
pumpkins may be in America
toward the end of October, the
Dutch hardly know what these
oversized gourds are, simply
because' we don't grow them; in
Holland we play soccer as the
national sport instead of football,
though we call soccer "football
and football "American football
(does it get confusing here?).
The educational system of both
countries differ a lot. Generally
speaking you could say that the '
Dutch system focuses on early
specialization, where the
American system aims at giving a
broad spectrum of general
education even at a high level.
The learning process in Holland
starts, as in the States, with one to
two years of kindergarten. At the
age of six, children move into the
first grade of elementary school,,
which they will attend for six years.
In fifth grade, all children are given
a psychological test which
measures their capacities. It
determines which school they are
going to go to next. We do not
have a uniform high school as in
the U.S. we have a highly
differentiated system of secondary
education.
I went to the "Gymnasium," a
type of school that puts strong
emphasis on academic achieve-
ment. It isJhe only school which
teaches Latin and Greek as
compulsory subjects. Together,
with the 'Autheneum,' it is the only
BEAU. AVE.
ECON-O-WAS-H
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school which gives direct access to
a university after graduation.
These universities are also very
different from The America's.
Hojland does not have a campus
system, thus, each student must
locate his own apartmeit and
commute.-- . There are far more
students searching for residences
than available rooms, however. I
am not very optimistic- - about
finding somewhere to live within
the first year I attend university at
home. ' --v -
I noticed a distinct difference in
the attitude toward work and
spare time between the U.S. and
Holland. Here, the students
usually work hard in the normal
weekdays, but they really go wild
on the weekends. Back home
students take it easy during the
"working days, but they also
don't have as many parties on the
weekend. Cautiously, I estimate
that the average Wooster student
works harder than the average
Dutch student.
Though Ml probably be here for
just one year to get a taste of
American college life, I - have
learned a lot from my experience.
Han Zuidweg, an exchange
student from the Netherlands, will
be on campus until spring. A
resident of Babcock International
Hall, Zuidweg is active in Babcock
events and is also a member ofthe
ISA.
McKenty Deverbs
(conj. from p. 4)
lona. He suoaested a temoorarv
moratorium on adjectives, but I
'told him that I had promised my
readers that I wouldn't cut
adjectives. He
.
became very
indignant and it dawned on me
that I wouldn't get away without
doing what I absolutely hated. In
order to cut adjectives, I would
- also have to pare down the
number of nouns that I had been
spending in my columns. A
neglection of strategic nouns
opens the window of vulnerability
to any columnist.
Now I'm in trouble. I could take
the bitching about the verbs, but
now the main issue is raising its
ugly head, and I genuinely feel like
I'm losing my reader's sympathy.
The if claims that the whole thing
doesn't make sense is absolute
bunk. Gee, I'm the only journalist I
know that's using only half the
keys on his typewriter. It's
economical as hell! Oh well, it's
time I put this thing to rest. I'm way
past deadline and I've missed my
nap. I think IH stop here, it's
bedtime, for this old boy.
Editor's Note: Dan McKenty, a
senior, is presently on a journalism
internship program working for
Long Island's Newsday newspaper.
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In the Public' Interest
(cont . from p. 6)
year to start the momentum
toward the superior system.
Although tests show that air bags
.are . better . at higher-spee- d
collisions than passive belts, the
reduction in . casualties in VW
passive-belt-equippe- d cars - has
been impressive nonetheless.
Most revealing of Peck's true
intent to rupture the entire
automatic safety-standar- d
process 'was that, . instead of
amending the standard to meet his
declared, concerns, he dumped it
completely. In one fell swoop, he
signaled to the automakers that
there was to be no continuity to
this 12-ye- ar effort that another
proposal would have to start all
over and that the traffic safety
administrator willinghave up all
his bargaining power with the
industry.
Since Peck took office,
everything he and Secretary Lewis
have done ta the traffic safety
agency has been in one direction
backward. He is dropping
numerous safety standards He
wants to let car companies go
back to bumpers that protect cars
only up to 23-mp- h crashes instead
of the current 5-m- ph rule. He is
Scrapping a standard that would
require more convenient-to- -
use seat belts.
, i in turn ColMaa HUM 'SHOP o
Z ' 262-8S4- 6
faaranai
So outrageous are the
Reaganites that Republican Sens.
Danforth, Packwood and-Warne- r
want to overturn the Lewis and
Peck decision by act of Congress.
And mild-mannere- d Rep. Timothy
Worth, D-Col- o., who held
hearings ' on crash protection
earlier this year, accused Peck of '
signing "the death warrant for
thousands of Americans,, while
sentencing millions more to a life of
serious disability and injury-...an- d
costing the public billions of dollars
in payments."
I asked Peck whether he would
buy an air bag-equipp- ed car-an- d
whether he believed the air bag
should be offered at feast as an
option by the auto companies. He
answered "Yes" t$. both
questions. By his action, however,
he made sure that no one would
be able' to buy this . automatic
Ufesavmgdevice. And GM's Roger
Smith, who was behind this whole
callous business, remained
comfortably insulated ' from the
media's inquiries.
(Released by The Register and
Tribune Syndicate 1981)
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Future Teachers Pursue Certificates
(cont. from p. 4) '
this course is centered on the"
'student's specific academic
discipline. For example, a biology
'major will be placed in a high
school or junior high school,
; biology class. Initially, the student
merely observes, but by the end of x
the quarter, she is teaching. The
student spends five hours a week
in the school. Having successfully --
completed 311, the student enters
312 Special Techniques in
Secondary Education. Several
field experiences accompany this
course work. The student must
x teach reading in a junior or senior
high school for approximately five
to eight hours during the, quarter.
The student must also work for
five to six hours with children at
the junior high level who have 1
behavior problems. Following that,
experience the student works for
Fighting Scots Go Down Again, 7-- 0; Oberlin in Finals
by Bobby Moore
Trying toovercome two straight
losses, the troubled Scot football
squad endured another long and
frustrating afternoon on Saturday
when they met the Bears from
Ohio Northern. The final 7-- 0 score
is reflective of the lack of offensive
excitement in the game. It was a
battle of the defenses, with both
teams forcing a total of 12 punts,
three interceptions and four
fumbles in the game. The game's
only score came on a 15 yard run
by the Polar Bears' fullback for a
touchdown early in the fourth
quarter.
In the first half, neither team
could find the right offensive
attack against -t-he opposing
defenses. The Scots tried the
running game on their first series,
but they were stopped by the large
linemen of the Northern team.
Then, they switched to their air,
where they fared a little better.
The Scots had one opportunity to
score. Tom Mobflia took a swing
pass down to the 18 of ONU, but
fumbled the ball. The Polar Bears
recovered and ended any threat of
the Scots going in with a lead at
halftnme.
The Scot defense in the first half
was the bright spot for .the
Wooster team. They stopped the
Polar Bears on all five 'attempted
drives. Only once was the team
threatened by deep penetration.
This occurred when the Polar
Bears had possession on the
Wooster 29 with a first and ten --
situation. As with the previous
four timesthe Scots rose to the
occasion and held ONU on four
straight downs, giving the ball
back to the Scot offense. '
The second half began in the
same manner as the first half
ended.. Both offenses were
'thwarted by the staunch defenses
on the opening possessions of Jhe
second half. On the Polar Bears'
first three possessions, the Scot
' defense showed no signs of giving
up as they halted their drives on
each series. Because the Wooster
offense did not control the ball or
score, the defense began to wear
down in the early stages of the
fourth quarter. On the Bears' first
series of downs in the quarter, a
mixed attack seemed to work, and
they scored after an impressive
drive of 56 yards.
It was after this score by the
Polar Bears that the Scot offense
began to recover their spirits and
move the ball toward the end
zone. Dave Jones started things
off with a 39 yard kickoff return.
The offense, led by Ron Wright,
drove down to the ONU five yard
line. The cards were, against the
Scots once again, though, because
they did not get any points out of
this opportunity. Wright threw an
interception to end Wooster s
offensive threat. The Scot defense
stiffened and recovered the ball for
the now-rollin-g offense. Once
(cont. on p. 8)
five to six hours with children who
are classified as Educable Mentally''
Retarded Learning Disabled. This
field experience helps to promote
sensitivity to the special child. --
When the student has completed
this course, the final
.
step is
student teaching.
All of the education students
interviewed gave positive opinions .
of their field experiences. A
majority of them frankly admitted
that while there is much of value to
be learned in the College
classroom, they prefer working in
the" school with the children They
feel that actual participation in a
school situation is the best way to
learn.
Ohio state law requires that an
"education student put in at least as
many hours in field experience
prior to student teaching as are
spent in student teaching itself.
This ts approximately 300 hours.
Wooster students have few
difficulties meeting this require-
ment. They accumulate these
hours while they learn about and --
experience many aspects of
teaching.
Dr. Hoffman, chairman of the
Education Dept., ' feels that
students who complete the certi--
firatinn nroaram at Wooster are
well prepared for., teaching
positions. He feds that the wide
range ut neia experiences a very
valuable learning experience. Field
experiences introduce students to
the reality of teaching. They help
them learn first hand the problems
the joys of teaching.
Auditions
Upcoming
Auditions for the College-Communit-y
winter play will be
held on Sunday, November 8
from 2:00-5:0-0 p.m. and Mon-
day, November 9 from 3:00-5:0-0
p.m. and 7:00-9:0- 0 p.m. in
Shoolroy. Everyone is welcome
to audition.- -
CLASSIFIEDS
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Scot Harriers
by Katharine L. Blood
. The College of Wooster men's
cross country team placed a
disappointing ninth out of 13
teams at the OAC Championships
Saturday at Ohio Wesleyan.
Baldwin-Wallac- e won the meet
with 39 points and Ohio Wesleyan
trailed with 48. Otter bein was third
with 54. Mount Union was fourth,
followed by Ohio Northern (171),
Wittenberg (181), Kenyon (195),
Denison (241), Wooster (243),
Oberlin (250), Marietta (261),
Muskingum (267h and Capital
(357).
"I was pretty disappointed with
the way we finished in the
Scot Booters Win
by Scott Nye
The College of Wooster soccer
team won two games last week to
up their season record to 6-8-- 2.
Unfortunately, with a division
record of 5-- 1, the Scots did not
qualify for any post-seaso- n
playoffs. Kenyon, who defeated
the Scots during the regular
season, will represent the North in
the OAC playoffs.
The Scots have been
outstanding in their past two
games, scoring 11 goals and
leaving their opponents scoreless.
Mount Union felt the Scot scoring
punch in a 7-- 0 defeat last Saturday,
while Heidelberg took it on the
chin, too, 4-- 0, on Wednesday.
The Scots were two for two in
goals scored early in the Mount
contest. Tom Mauser and
Agapitos Papagapitos took the
first two shots and put them into
the nets.
The Scots were five of twelve
during the early stages of the
Strong Women Runners Capture Third
by Nancy Conger
The Wooster women's cross
country team made an impressive
showing in the O.A.C.
Championships Saturday,
October 31, in Delaware. Of the
ten competing Division III teams,
the Scots captured a third place
title. Ohio Wesleyan-wo- n the meet
with 47 --points. Marietta finished
second with 58 points and
Wooster close behind with a score
of 71. Kenyon trailed behind with
90 points.
Of the fifty runners, Baldwin
Wallace's Mary Haffner won the
meet with a superb time of 18:47.
Number one Scottie runner,
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Finish Ninth
standings," commented Coach
Tim Breiner. "As a team this was
probably our worst performance
all year. Wehad the talent, but we
just did not produce."
John Timmon of Ohio
Wesleyan won the meet with a
new course record of 25:01. John
Johns led the Scots with his best
race of the season, placing 34th
with the time of 27:25. Bill Jackson
finished 44th with 27:53 while
seniors Greg Tonian and Scott
Steffen earned 51st and 55th" with
the times of 28:07 and 28:17.
"Scott ran a super race," praised
Coach Breiner. --jMark Dowdall and Steve Kipp
Impressive Pair
game.
Mauser and - Bob Neff each
scored two goals, while A.P., Dave
Jordanger, and George Mauser
each had one. George assisted
two goals. Bill Pazos oh one.
Neff, who also recorded an
assist, "played the game of his
career in a Scot uniform," said
Coach Bob Nye.
The Scots rallied against
Heidelberg, scoring when A.P.
headed in a Steve Goodwin corner
kick. Jordanger exhibited his form
with two goals from right in front of
the net and Mark 'Sner' Lessner
popped in the final goal off of an
indirect kick.
The Scots faced their final
opponent of the year, Oberlin, on
Wednesday. Win or lose, it has
been a year of adjustment for the
Wooster squad. With only two
seniors departing from this year's
squad, the Scots have gained
experience for years to come.
mm
Theresa deGuzman placed ninth
all-aroun- d. She clocked in at 19:43, '
her best time of the year.
Freshmen Mandy Burr and Amy
Smith also ran their best times for
the year. They captured 12th and
13th all-aroun- d, just seconds
apart. Bev Roberts also performed
quite well. She finished 4th for
Wooster with an exceptional time
of 20:55. Peggy Elder finished fifth
for Wooster, 20th all-aroun- d.
Coach Craig Penney com-
mented after the race, "This was
the culmination of a lot of hard
work. I'm really pleased with the
team effort. This has been a
fantastic season."
at OACs
finished 59th and 60th, while
injured Mark Ekferbrock, usually"
the Scots' number one runner,
finished 71st.
"Our . three bit gunners
Tonian, Dowdall and Elderbrock
were not up there in the pack, and
that killed us," said Breiner.
"Overall it was an interesting
season. I think it was successful
because all the guys worked hard
and everyone committed himself
to a team- - effort. The guys had a
good attitude and a good group
feeling. We had mutual support.
We took our lumps together and
celebrated our successes
together," Breiner reflected.
Women's Soccer
Ends with Victory
by Sue Allen
The Wooster Women's soccer
club ended their season Saturday
with a glorious defeat of Kenyon
College after a game which was
surely one of Wooster's best.
The Kenyon game, which the
Scots wonwith a score of 1-- 0, was
played at home Saturday morning.
The goal for Wooster was scored
by Rosalind Waskow, a freshman.
Forward Becky Chase, a
sophomore, also put a goal in,
though this goal was retracted due
to an off-sid- es call.
Winning the Kenyon game
seemed to be a "happy ending" for
the Scots' season. The ' team
finished with an overall record of
three wins and four losses. During
the season it appears that much
progress was made in skill
improvements for the team. The
.
many younger team members will,
it is hoped, keep up the team's
progress by starting next year
where they left off.
Graduating seniors for the
Scots include team co-captai- ns
Gail Wagner and Sandy Stratton
as well as three other players: Jane
Cairns, Collette Campbell and
Laurie Elliot.
Scots Lose 7--0
(cont. from p 7) ' .
again, the Scots advanced to the
five. With only about one minute
to play, it was a must-scor- e for the
Scots. As before, another
interception by Wright ended a
drive which could have tied the
game, or even won it..
Tomorrow, the Scots face their
final opponent of the season, the
Muskies, afhome. Muskingum's
style of play is not fancy, they line
up and forge ahead at their
opponents. .
" "
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While Kris. Leslie skies high for a thundering spike, Karen
Hommes and Janet Harriman wait on the ground in case Kris'
spike is blocked. Photo by John Ladner.
Women Spikers Prepare for Satellites
by Nancy Neagoy
and Missy Horning
The College of Wooster
Women's Volleyball team
competed in a triway match, held
on Wednesday, Oct. 28 at
Wooster. The spikers were
looking forward to a rematch with
Ohio Northern on our home
court. Unfortunately, Ohio
Northern played exceptionally
well and defeated Wooster (5-1- 5,
8-15- ). Wooster also competed
against Cedarville and won (15-1- 2,
15-6- ). These two games prepared
Wooster for their weekend
matches with Dayton and 1
Ashland.
.
Wooster found no competition
in a weak Ashland team and
soundly defeated them (15-0- , 15-- 3,
15-3- ). This match warmed up the
team for a strong Dayton squad.
The spikers-- played tough but were
defeated (7-1- 5, 7-1- 5, 3-1- 5).
Although Wooster lost to two top
. teams, the Scotts have improved
their quickness and ability on the
court. , .
The spikers will be very busy in
the next few days. Tomorrow,
Wooster plays Malone and Mt.
Union in Canton, then travels to
Satellites on Monday and Tuesday
in Delaware. The team feels that
they are prepared, their attitudes
a nrA- - anrt thou are lookina
forward to states in the future.
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